WILHELM von BLANDOWSKI (1822-1878) ( Fig. 1 ) has left the Natural History Museum in Berlin an unusual 'Australian Legacy'. This legacy is quite dissimilar to other important Australian collections at the museum, such as Richard Schomburgk's (1811-1891) collection of South Australian animals, Ludwig Preiss's (1811-1883) beautiful collection of plants and animals from the Swan River in Western Australia and the unique collection of ants and spiders made by Hans Overbeck (1882 Overbeck ( -1942 when he was a prisoner-of-war at the Trial Bay Detention Barracks in New South Wales, during the First World War. These collections from the then newly discovered continents, such as Australia, were highly desirable and today form a valuable part of the Museum's holdings (Landsberg & Damaschun 2007) .
A series of collections make up 'Blandowski's Legacy' today. These are located in five different places in Berlin: among the files of the State Archives; the Archive of the Prussian Academy of Science; in the State Library (Stadtsbibliothek); 'Objects' and papers are also kept in two museums. The first is the Ethnological Museum in Berlin, Dahlem, where a number of items collected by Blandowski are on display. However, the largest of the Berlin collections is at the Natural History Museum at the Humboldt University. Here all the items, Photograph of Wilhelm von Blandowski, 1869, presented by Blandowski to the ornithological department, MfN, ZMB, Orn.18, 5. objects, letters, listings and spectacular paintings, are kept in the scientific collection.
The Berlin Natural History Museum was founded in 1810 at the same time as the Berlin University. At that time, it was housed in the main building on the Unter den Linden, the main street of Berlin. A part of Blandowski's legacy at the Museum for Natural History (MfN) consists of natural history objects, but the ca. 300 zoological and palaeontological drawings in the historical collections are more numerous and expressive.
Blandowski's early time in Germany
Wilhelm von Blandowski wrote about his early life and education in an extensive Curriculum Vitae dating from 1846, now in the State Archive of the Prussian Cultural Heritage (GSA:13-21). In this Curriculum Vitae, he writes about the economic difficulties of his early life, of an uncompleted primary education, where he left without taking the examinations that would have opened the way to a regular secondary education. As a result, he began a sevenyear-long training as a mining specialist in a mining area near his home-town, Gleiwitz (now Gliwice, Poland). With the beginning of industrialization, the Prussian province of Upper Silesia, with a mining industry rich in coal, ore and lignite, had become one of the most important economic areas in Germany (Pierenkemper 1992 ). Blandowski had his first chance to prove himself in mid-1843 when he was a manager of a small mine in the service of the Prince of Hohenlohe, a major industrialist in Upper Silesia, who, a little later, ran the world's largest zinc mine. At this time, he wrote his first scientific notes about the 'Polish Jura' which he sent to various professors in Breslau (GSA: 16v).
When Wilhelm von Blandowski started his oneyear military service in Berlin in October 1844, he was 22 years old (GSA: 17v). He took advantage of being near the University and went to a number of lectures, meeting many academics, whom he was soon in friendly and scientific communication. He attended lectures on geology, physics, zoology and mathematics, which were given by members of the University Museum staff (see Darragh, this volume). They included the mineralogist Christian Samuel Weiss (1780-1856), the palaeontologist Heinrich Ernst Beyrich (1815-1896) and the zoologist Franz Hermann Troschel (1810-1882) (GSA: 17). When there were no lectures, he studied the lignite mining industry and also visited the limestone quarries at Ruedersdorf, an area on Berlin's eastern boundaries that is now a technological monument. In 1846 he visited one of the classic mining areas of central Germany, the Harz. There are specimens in the mineralogical collection of the Museum of Natural History in Berlin from this expedition, as well as from the famous chalk cliffs at Ruegen, on the Baltic Sea. They are therefore the earliest of Blandowski's collections in the Berlin Natural History Museum.
The March Revolution of 1848 in Germany and its atmosphere of unrest also had an influence on the young Blandowski, as it had on other emigrants and individuals, who later became the founders of German colonies overseas. Following his involvement in this unrest, Blandowski left the civil service and decided to go to Australia (GSA: 42).
BLANDOWSKI'S AUSTRALIAN COLLECTIONS IN BERLIN
The story of how these illustrations came to be in the Berlin Natural History Museum is an interesting one. Shortly after this, Blandowski's collection arrived! Since he was at the Melbourne Museum, they naturally assumed that this must be part of the exchange programme. They at once started looking for objects to exchange. The 125 birds and 11 mammals in this first shipment were financially valued and then sorted according to whether they could be used in the Museum or be used as doubles, for further exchange. The animals were 'arranged', or stuffed, and joined the Museum's Systematic Collection. In the Berlin collection it is today difficult to locate all these animals which include common species, such as 'Phascolarctos cinereus (Goldfuss, 1817) -koala', 'Perameles sp. -long-nosed bandicoot', 'Circus assimilis Jardine & Selby, 1828 -Jardines harrier', 'Falco berigora Vigors & Horsfield, 1827 -common brown hawk' and 'Daphoenositta (Neositta) chrysoptera (Latham, 1802) -varied sittella (orangewinged)', because some of them are still labeled with their old and incorrect names. Also the 125 birds that Blandowski sent are some that are rather a puzzle. Among them are some beautiful 'robins' (Fig. 3) , which cannot be dated exactly. A hundred years after their arrival, the leading ornithologist in Germany, Erwin Stresemann (1889 Stresemann ( -1972 recorded them in the Entry Catalogue as the 'Remainder of the collection which W.v.Blandowski made during the Murray River expedition'. We assume that Stresemann was wrong and that these birds were a part of the earlier donation to the museum.
In the bird collection, Stresemann found a number of Australian birds that were not yet in the inventory. In 1954, he received a copy of Pescott's book Collections of a Century, for which Stresemann had provided the original plate of Blandowski's parrots, plate 102, prepared by Gustav Mützel. Unfortunately, the original of this plate is missing now. Erwin Stresemann noted that Mützel's plates held at the Museum of Berlin were the only ones known to him, (MfN, ZMB, Nachl. Stresemann, Wagner, H.O.:92-105). A biography of Blandowski in Australia was included in Collections of a Century (Pescott 1954) and this encouraged Stresemann to conclude from the collector's name 'Blandowski' that the bird collection must have come from the 1856 to 1857 expedition despite the fact that these birds had arrived in February 1857. Since they had been entered under 'Melbourne Museum', there was no separate 'Blandowski' file! In the same delivery, the Berlin Mineralogical Museum also received 36 rock samples and petrified objects. In exchange, petrified objects from various parts of Europe and 156 birds, most of them from Africa and South America, were sent to Melbourne (MfN, ZMB, SII, Mus. Melbourne, Bl. 8-11).
The 1857 consignment included not only objects but also texts, lithographs and drawings made by Wilhelm von Blandowski himself. Unfortunately there is no list that might tell us exactly which documents these are. Probably they are among those that Blandowski had already published in the Transactions of the Philosophical Society of Victoria at about this time (Blandowski 1855a (Blandowski ,b, 1856a . However, the majority of fossils were received at the museum after Blandowski's return to Europe.
Blandowski brought an even greater number of drawings back with him on his return on the Prussian barque 'Mathilde' in 1859 (Paszkowski 1967: 163) . As with his trip out to Australia, in 1849, on his return he also drew animals he observed on board (Fig.  4) . During the stop at Java / Sumatra, on the way back to Europe, Blandowski acquired an exceptional zoological object: the skull of a Javanese Rhino, a Rhinoceros sondaicus Desmarest, 1822 (ZMB 37536), which today is extinct on Sumatra and therefore a protected object in the Berlin Museum of Natural History.
Blandowski's natural history paintings in Berlin
It is not only the drawings in Blandowski's inheritance that makes this collection a special treasure, there are also additional notes on the drawings. They record the collaboration between Blandowski and his engravers and the professional draftsmen, so much praised by him. On the one hand he mentions 'my steel engraver' James C. Redaway (1818 Redaway ( -1857 and records that Redaway had found fossils in the Ballarat goldfields. Redaway is the engraver of the early plates of the Fossils of Victoria which appeared in the unpublished Australia Terra Cognita collection (Blandowski n.d.) . On the other hand, the Melbourne painter, Arthur Bartholomew (1834 Bartholomew ( -1909 , and other artists employed by Blandowski, who probably drew mostly fishes and reptiles, are not mentioned. One picture in the collection might give a passing hint of Arthur Bartholomew's work: as it has the note '…drawn by Ba. for 1 Pound' pencilled in (Fig. 5) . 1 Blandowski's collaborations with scientific artists and engravers are important, as in the case of the German painter, Gustav Mützel (1839-1893), who worked for Blandowski in Berlin and Gleiwitz (Gliwice). His pictures are all precisely signed (Fig. 6) .
The 'Blandowski Legacy' is therefore also a prime example of how scientific publications evolve. It contains sketches, nearly perfect drawings, plates which are ready for press, as well as already printed plates. A particularity are the photographs of the plates in Blandowski`s album Australien in 142 photographischen Abbildungen, published in 1862. This publication mentions original photographs and these and negatives on glass plates, were supposed to have come to the Berlin Zoological Museum in 1884 (MfN, ZMB, S II, Blandowski, W.:3), unfortunately these have not been located up to now.
AN ARTIST UNDERWAY -PLACES NOTED ON BLANDOWSKI'S PAINTINGS
With the help of Blandowski's dated drawings, it is possible to reproduce the year and the places of his observations and wanderings. We know that after his arrival in Adelaide he first travelled in the surroundings of the town. However, his drawings from this period are not particularly spectacular. On some days he seems to have gone on proper bird-watching expeditions, as for example, in the middle of June 1850 in Adelaide, when he observed pantherbirds (pardalotes) and robins (Figs 7 & 8) . Following trips to the Murray River mouth, Mount Gambier, and the Barossa Valley, Blandowski tried his hand on the Victorian goldfields (Darragh, this volume) . In March 1853, he left the goldfields (Paszkowski 1967:152) , in order to devote further time for scientific observations. Thus, in 1853 Blandowski painted a 'bush Mouse' found on 17 April at Spring Gully (MfN, ZM, BVIII/222) and a goose observed in Kerrisdale on 14 May in 1853 (MfN, ZMB, BVIII/262).
Of the same year (1853), there exists a painting of a freshwater fish (Fig. 9) From the year 1854, we have a drawing of a red bellied black snake from Balcomb Creek (now Balcombe Creek, Mount Martha), near Port Phillip Bay (Fig. 10) Many drawings were made in 1856 and 1857, during the period of the Murray expedition. Therefore locations such as Lake Boga (Fig. 11) , Mt. Hope, Kow Swamp and Mondellimin can be linked to this expedition without having a written date (Fig. 12) . The drawings of the insects are rather puzzling; there are some very similar drawings in the collections of the State Library of Sydney, attributed to Gerard Krefft (1830 Krefft ( -1881 . However some of the other drawings by Krefft in our 'Blandowski Legacy' are much easier to identify because of Krefft's flamboyant handwriting and signature (Fig. 13) .
A number of drawings are mentioned in Blandowski's report 'Recent Discoveries in Natural History on the Lower Murray' (Blandowski 1857:135): 'Drawings of nine different kinds of frogs are before you. Five of them at least are new'. Six paintings of frogs exist in the 'Blandowski legacy' today. Presumably, they are the ones, which were presented to the gentlemen of the Philosophical Institute in Melbourne on 2 September 1857 (Fig. 14) . During this meeting he also showed drawings of lizards and birds, for example the 'rufus-tailed Cuckoo', Chrysococcyx lucidus (Gmelin, 1788) (Fig. 15) .
A number of other pictures can be identified to the time after the expedition, that is, after the middle of 1857, for example, various saltwater fishes. There are only a few fishes originating from Blandowski in the Fishes Department of the Berlin Museum. Today these few are preserved as dried specimens.
An abundance of drawings exist from 1858, the year before his departure from Australia. They consist of birds, as well as salt-and freshwater fishes.
Back in Germany
These collected drawings were to serve Blandowski in an ambitious project: a 'Natural History of Australia'. For this reason, as soon as he got back to Germany, he secured the cooperation of the young art student Gustav Mützel (1839-1893), a student of the Berlin Academy of Art (PrAdK Nr. 672). Before this, Mützel had already worked for the director of the Zoological Museum, Lichtenstein (Mueller-Liebenwalde 1893). The talented young artist transformed Blandowski's drawn sketches of animals and descriptions into imaginatively executed plates, suitable for publication (Fig. 16) . In response, Mützel acquired the technical skills needed to run a photographic studio like Blandowski's studio in Gleiwitz (Reclaw 2007: 33) . Mützel (Fig.17) is now recognized as being one of the finest animal illustrators of the 19th Century (Hauffe & Klös 1995) . He achieved fame through his illustrations in Brehms Tierleben a standard work in the field of popular zoology in the 19th and 20th Centuries. Blandowski used the Mützel plates to illustrate the two-volume publication Australien in 142 photographischen Abbildungen (Blandowski 1862, Fig. 18 ).
Several historians have been led astray by the title of this booklet. According to present-day conventions, such a work would be made up of 142 photographs of Australian animals, Aboriginals and landscapes. Not so! Blandowski's work consists of 142 albumin photographic prints of drawings and engravings which he photographed. Only some plates are 'photographs' namely those noted as being 'according to a photograph' by Blandowski (Blandowski 1862: plates 6, 7, 9, 16, 17, 26, 70, 79, 130) A number of plates in the Australien illustrate the Murray River Expedition of 1856/57 and tell us about situations and the atmosphere in the camp (Blandowski 1862: plate 20-24) . Only the volume with the text is actually printed! This explains why only two copies of the album with unidentical photographic prints are presently known to exist: one in Cambridge and one in Berlin. Meanwhile, the Museum of Natural History and the State Library, to look no further, have two copies of the volume with the printed text. There is some question as to exactly how many copies of the Australien were actually published. Jodliński (this volume) suggests the publication nearly bankrupted Blandowski.
In his work Blandowski named only Mützel and the works of Thomas Baines, Mitchell and others whose work Mützel copied, but never Gerard Krefft. Knowing the multifaceted drawings of the 'Blandowski collec- tion', there are the colour plates of Gustav Mützel (Fig.  19 ) based on the sketches by Blandowski and probably other draftsmen, the small pictures in the album do not do the collection justice. Thus, they are very early documents of the history of photography and art of printing. They also include plates, which have been printed previously, such as the plate 'Fishes, living in the River Murray and its Tributaries, discovered and drawn by W. v. Blandowski in 1857' (Blandowski n.d.) .
A much larger part of the book is taken up with pictures about the life of the Aboriginals, about whom Blandowski was very concerned. By 1859 many areas, where they had previously lived were now covered by expanding towns and pastoral settlement. In order to reduce the impending loss of information about a threatened culture, Blandowski wanted to embark on a new trip to Australia. With the death of Prince Paul von Würt-temberg (1797-1860), who had already referred Blandowski to Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859) in 1858 in regards to the possibility of a new voyage to Australia, his travel plans suffered a bitter loss (PMB, SI Ehrenberg, Blandowski: 1). The prince, known in travel literature through his voyages in North America, had spent three months in Australia in 1858. Blandowski used different animals from Prince Paul's collection as subjects for his drawings. The contact with the prince explains, why they carry the note 'im Besitz Pr. Paul v. Wuerttemberg' (MfN, ZMB; BVIII/319) or initials like 'Pr. V. W' in a corner. The animals Blandowski used here probably came from the large donation of Australia fauna that Ferdinand von Mueller made to Württemberg and which are now in the collections of the Museum of Natural History, Stuttgart (König 1991) .
In spite of all his efforts to gather support from the scholars he knew in Berlin and from the Academy of Science in Berlin, his wish to return to Australia remained unfulfilled. Blandowski's inability to gain the patronage of important persons and institutions was a failure that plagued him in Australia, Britain and Germany. The critics of the year 1860 were very diverse. They range from a general estimation to approval of Blandowski's scientific papers, to critical analyses of the sketches, photographs and diaries.
Wilhelm Peters (1815-1883), director of the Zoological Museum knew Blandowski and his collection. He worked on the drawings of the amphibians and reptiles and regretted that the drawings, made by the 'European painter' Gustav Mützel were not as significant as the original sketches. This was particularly the case where features of the landscape and the composition did not conform to the rare original sketches and photographs. This might be attributable to the fact that Blandowski wished to illustrate Australian natural history generally and hence had Mützel create compositions where individual animals in an illustration might be drawn from different areas of Australia.
The botanist Friedrich Klotsch (1805-1860) assessed the sketches, drawings and photographs from the world of the botany, which were partly drawn by Blandowski himself, and partly under his guidance in Australia. He stated, they would be of great scientific value. However, they also had to be seen artistically as nearly sublime in a landscape sense. The Director General of the Royal Museums, Ignatz von Olfers (1798-1872) judged the illustrations from an ethnological point of view and noted that the drawings would fill a gap on the location of tribes which would, on being confronted with civilisation, disappear as was also happening with the fauna. However, despite these favourable commentaries, Blandowski noted that his supporters could not make up their minds to bring forward a motion to the Queen of England to support a further expedition, or even the publication of the materials he already possessed (BBAdW II-VI,54). 3 Despite his continuous efforts to gain patronage for his project, Blandowski remained unsuccessful. Disappointed and surrounded by people he regarded as a 'boring public' in Gleiwitz, he desperately wrote to the zoologist Peters, requesting that, if by chance, there would be the opportunity to gain financial support for further travel, this could be repaid through shares in the outcome (ZMB, SII, Blandowski:1-2).
On a few occasions, Blandowski gave scientific lectures in Breslau, in his Silesian homeland, and published in the paper of the Silesian Society for Patriotic Culture. On one occasion, stuffed animals from the Zoological Museum were shown, which the museum in Breslau had obtained through Blandowski (Blandowski 1860: 60-62 
CONCLUSION
Blandowski remains virtually unknown in Germany, whereas he is becoming better known in Australia and also in Poland (Lewczyński & Pol 1993; Lewczyński 1994; Recław 2007) . In the Berlin Museum of Natural History, his legacy belongs to the early Australian collections of the mid-19th century, which remain of great importance (Landsberg 2007) .
More extensive, and arguably more valuable, are the collection of natural history drawings and prints. Especially the drawings originating from Blandowski`s own hand, and also those done by Krefft on the Murray River expedition as these have a particular significance in providing additional information about the fauna and Aborigines of Australia, the expedition and about Krefft and Blandowski (see Menkhorst, this volume: fig. 4 ). Therefore, his legacy, even if it leaves some aspects of his research rather difficult to reconstruct, represents not only an enrichment for the natural sciences of Australia, but is also interesting with regard to specific anthropological issues, not to mention the artistic value of the different sketches and drawings (Kean, this volume) .
A number of the most interesting drawings of animals in the Berlin 'Blandowski collection', are today either already extinct, or threatened with extinction (see Menkhorst, this volume). Attempts are being made to reintroduce some of these species into the Murray River region from areas where they continue to survive. The information and illustrations from the Blandowski collection can serve as important witnesses for the process of safeguarding biodiversity in Australia (see http:// www.trustfornature.org.au/). His precise depiction of Aboriginal cultural life has the potential to enrich the historiography of this indigenous people and as noted above, fill in gaps in our knowledge.
It is clear that the sketches and drawings from the Blandowski legacy in the collections of the Museum of Natural History, Berlin, have a great deal to offer in terms of their artistic and scientific value (Fig. 20) . Not the least important is the information they provide about Blandowski`s life and work. In order to make the drawings and sketches more available, the Museum of Natural History is undertaking the task of creating a digital database of the Blandowski collection that will eventually be available through the museum's website.
Blandowski's legacy extends beyond the collections of the Museum of Natural History Berlin, as these complement and add a significant dimension to the specimens collected by Blandowski held at the Melbourne Museum and the other examples of his, 
